
 
Minutes of the 2nd Open HEC meeting 
 
The meeting was convened in the TV room on 8th July, 2017 at 15:40 HRS and was chaired                  

by the Warden-in-charge. The DOSA & the ADHA were both present as special invitees to               

listen to all the residents’ concerns regarding exceptionally high electricity bills. The meeting             

was adjourned at 18:25 HRS. The attendance is attached. 

Noting: After a few changes in the list of various committee members, the             

committee-member list was finalized and was ratified hereby. 

 

Special Agenda 1: Problems regarding electricity bill 

The problems cited by the residents regarding this long pending issue were as follows: 

➔ The electricity bill per head is unjustifiably high. It becomes completely           

unaccountable especially  during winters. 

➔ The total bill of hall is equally divided among the hall residents though the              

consumption varies from individual to individual, which is homogenous billing for           

heterogeneous usage of electricity. 

➔ Break up of hall electricity bills is under scrutiny because the parts of the hall and                

those out of the halls contributing to the electricity bill of the hall are not evident. 

➔ Bill for common area like Hall office, street lights etc. should be borne by the institute                

itself. 

➔ A Hall level execution proposal of a self-sustaining model -- to ensure that one should               

pay for what one is consuming in one’s room -- was submitted in December 2015.               

As of now there is no response from any of the relevant higher authorities even after a                 

constant follow up by the student community. The attendees questioned such a            

non-receptive behaviour on the part of the institute authorities. 

➔ The current model results in huge financial burden on the degree extended PG             

students which is totally unjustified. 



➔ Neither the wardens and the hall office nor the HEC has the machinery or ample time                

to track the residents whoever are using appliances leading to higher consumption of             

power; This essentially requires that such practices of using higher wattage appliances            

alongside misusing power should be put to an end as soon as possible. 

➔ Calibration of meters which was to be done by the IWD a long back has not yet been                  

done. The service providers (KESCo) should be there while the calibration takes            

place. The residents believe that the gross electricity bill of the hall itself is inflated.               

There is also a confusion and lack of transparency over the electricity lines fed to the                

hall's meter. It is believed by the residents that there may be areas outside the hall that                 

we are being charged for.  

Problems cited jointly by the Wardens & the residents are the followings: 

➔ The mess warden was of the opinion the current billing system is non-transparent             

leading to injudicious distribution of the same among the hall residents. This opinion             

was shared by the other wardens. 

➔ The DOIP & the IWD must be advised to come to hall 8 and meet the student                 

representatives to further discuss various solutions as the set of problems has already             

been raised to all possible platforms numerous times even after which almost nothing             

has been done (or, even if done, not intimidated to the student            

community/representatives). 

Demands of all the hostel residents and the wardens: 

1. The blueprint of the present electrical wiring must be made available to the student              

representatives of the hall, so that the feasibility of the individual sub-meter can be              

studied in detail.  

2. Higher authority should request the IWD & the DOIP to work in tandem with the hall                

representatives to make the self sustaining model successful in a time bound schedule. 

3. The points put forth to the institute higher authorities by the hall representatives             

multiple times since last one and half years must be dealt with a higher degree of                

sincerity to bear fruit to put an end to this skewed distribution of bills. 

DOSA & ADHA’s comments: 

After putting forward higher authorities’ several planning phase programs regarding power           

saving that are still in pipeline and various estimations regarding that, their comments were as               

follows: 



● They agreed that only and only individual meters are evidently the best solution of all               

existing  problems. 

● Very soon both DOIP and IWD will be contacted to make information available             

regarding the proposal for individual meter installation in hall 8. They would also be              

made aware of the concerns about meter calibration and billing issues. 

● The collective opinion of the hall residents and the wardens will very soon be              

conveyed to the higher authority for further discussion and due deliberation. 

● The hall representatives should re-submit the detailed report on the self sustainable            

model to the institute higher authorities. 

● Both the director and the deputy director are very much concerned about the whole              

institute which is why various power savings schemes are to be implemented in             

phases. 

● The detailed breakup of the submeter installation cost including the re-wiring           

expenses, (Rs. 6500 per meter and Rs. 4000 per meter for rewiring; total cost of               

installing personal meters in all rooms of hall 8 will be approximately 78 lakhs or so)                

that was quoted by the ADHA himself from some document provided by the DOIP to               

the DoSA in connection to various plans of the institute to reduce consumption and              

wastage of power that also included installation of LEDs in common areas (Mess,             

Corridors, Washrooms) in Phase-I and in sports facilities and footpaths and etc. in             

Phase-II, must be divulged to all the residents, especially hall 8 student            

representatives. 

Outcome and bottomline of the whole discussion: 

1. The whole set of present data including the total electricity bill of the institute and               

share of various halls should be made available. 

2. The present electrical wiring of the hall is of utmost importance for the hall              

representatives to finally assess the economic feasibility of the self sustaining           

individual submeter model. 

3. There is a crying need of implementing a machinery to track the residents using              

appliances leading to higher consumption of power resulting in skewed distribution of            

electricity bill per head, for which the institute as a whole and the concerned higher               

authorities need to come up with a proper way out in no time. 

 



Special Agenda 2: Problems caused due to stray dogs 

After due deliberation in the house the following points were concluded : 

1. The entry of dogs into the hostel premises must be prohibited. The Mess Warden              

emphasized on this very point). 

2. To earmark a small place outside the hall premises and away from the hall gate which                

will be treated as the only Restricted Feeding Zone for Dogs. 

3. Wasted food from canteen or mess should strictly be barred to be fed to dogs within                

the hall premises. This will help stop licking of canteen utensils by dogs that in turn                

will ensure that no diseases are being spread due to the stray dogs. 

4. Neither the President, nor the HEC including the Wardens will be responsible for any              

sort of approaching disease if the aforementioned instructions are not followed           

strictly. 

5. Residents are not allowed to bring pets of any kind (including stray dogs) inside hall               

premises (including common areas, rooms and all the areas under hostel premises); if             

anybody is found violating this instruction, serious consequences can take place. 

6. The maintenance secretary is advised to discuss with his committee members and            

come up with a proper locking system of the prevailing dustbins to prevent the wastes               

in the dustbins being searched by dogs furthermore to create more litter inside the hall               

premises. 

7. The security will be advised to be more cautious regarding this issue as there has been                

several incidents where mess workers and gardeners were chased and injured by a             

group of stray dogs. This was also informed to all the higher authorities. 

 

Agenda 3: Provision of free tea to workers K Kishore          

Kumar 

Though initially this agenda was thought to be deferred to the next open HEC meeting as the                 

resident who raised the agenda was absent but the house found the issue too trifle and                

un-necessary to be discussed/deferred. The house, after discussing the problems faced by            

previous HEC regarding this issue, was informed by the current president about a few slight               

changes that were done in connection to this. The Mess Warden and many others in the                

house were of the opinion that this is the least we can do for the workers (sweepers, gardeners                  

and the on duty security guard) & the hall office staffs-giving them only the morning tea for                 



free, obviously within a stipulated time (08:45 HRS)-which is why the cost that is to be borne                 

by each resident per month is insignificantly small and hence this much of help should be                

extended to them for their relentless service. 

 

Agenda 4: Preventing parking of bicycles outside the D-block cycle stand near mess             

Saurav Bhattacharjee 

This long standing problem is to be solved properly. The maintenance secretary is advised to               

discuss this problem with his committee members and then to come up with a solution. One                

more step that can be implemented to get rid of the mud-problem occurring out of that place                 

especially in rainy season is to construct a cemented and brick-layered continuous floor type              

structure. Also the other cycle stand of D-block is reportedly filled with various sort of scraps                

of mess and maintenance which needs to be removed immediately to make that free for               

cycles to be parked- the maintenance secretary was also advised to look into the matter in                

detail. 

 

Agenda 5: Problem caused by residents having huge mess dues        Saurav Bhattacharjee 

Salient points finalized in the house in connection to this agenda are as follows: 

1. Early tracking and tracing of residents having dues is to be done for prior              

intimidations to be given to them, violation of which will lead to further             

consequences. 

2. Three reminders and a limit of 48 hours will be given to those whose mess due                

crosses the limit of Rs. 5000, after which their messing will be totally stopped; until               

unless the full dues is cleared (no partial payment will be allowed) and approved by               

the Warden for continuation of messing. 

3. Strict actions are to be taken against the defaulters. 

 

Agenda 6: Replacing the mess RO with UV asap                                 Saurav Bhattacharjee 

The ex-accounts secretary informed that the Aquaguard RO installed outside the mess was             

only kept for the purpose of chilling/cooling down the water. It can be used either as a water                  

storage unit or as a chiller. As we already have three newly installed water purification units                

for purification purposes in the mess so it not required anymore. It should be removed to                

save electricity and water. 



 

Any other issue with the permission of the chair: 

1. Warden in charge raised concerns about the canteen issue not being dealt properly by              

the concerned higher authority which is why he himself will submit a letter for              

starting a fresh tender immediately. 

2. Regarding setting up a new cycle shop beside hall 8 premises, the location was              

finalized and it was decided that no resources of the hall (e.g. electricity, air pump               

etc.) will be used by the shop owner.  

3. Regarding the application submitted by the xerox shop owner for the increase of rates,              

it was decided to verify that his proposed modified rates are at par with the other                

xerox shops in the institute premises. 

4. For selling the hostel scraps, a letter will be written to the store to write those off with                  

a detailed list of the scraps. 

5. The ex-accounts secretary raised a concern about the way the purchases are taking             

place as the wardens were not there when the purchase committee meetings were             

held; the president replied that he was not aware about some delicate rules and              

regulations of the purchase committee operations though the accounts secretary was           

informed about all those rules by his previous counterpart. The ex accounts secretary             

advised the new HEC to go through the DCF purchase rules first and then proceed               

further. 

6. Paying two separate electricity bills (Nov.’16 to Jan.’ 17 and Feb.’17 to May’ 17) at               

one single go alongside the mess bill of June will be very difficult for many of the                 

residents which is why electricity bill from Feb. ‘17 onwards will be uploaded after              

the semester registration and the deadline for the Nov. 2016 to Jan 2017 elec bill               

payment will be extended further. 

 

Announcements: 

1. The renovation of the I-block has already been started and will take a few more days                

to complete; Ph.D students of the hall will be given first priority to shift to I block                 

rooms. 



2. The CCTV proposal that was put forth to the concerned higher authority for approval              

is now stuck for final stage estimate approval, as informed by Security Faculty in              

charge to the hall Warden in charge. 

 

Annexure 1: List of Various Committee Members 

1. Accounts Committee: Rahul Ram, Shamik Ghosh 

2. Canteen Committee: Arijit Saha, Arijeet Mitra, Arunava Sengupta, Swaraj         

Chowdhury, Abhishek Savarnya, Utso Bhattacharya, Deeptyajyoti Sen, Debarun        

Sengupta 

3. Computer Room Committee: Raghavendra Naidu, Shailendra Rathore, Saurabh        

Srivastava 

4. Cultural Committee: Ashwani Kumar Sengar, Soukat Kumar Das, Abhinav Basak,          

Rohitashwa Chattopadhyay, Arpit 

5. Games & Sports Committee: Manoj Kumar, Vishal Sharma, Srikanth Dasari, G           

Balamurugan, Ram Krishna, Supratim Das Bakshi, Prashanta Garain 

6. Garden Committee: Arjak Bhattacharjee, Amol Pidurkar, Bhim Singh 

7. Maintenance Committee: Prem Anand Murugan, Avinash Kumar, Avishek Gupta 

8. Mess Committee: Dipanjan Dey, Sougata Mardanya, Sandip Chowdhury, Saikat Nil          

Chakraborty, Sarbojit Roy, Manab Mukherjee, Kapakayala Anjibabu, Saransh        

Agarwal, Himanshu Gupta, Divya Jyoti Sivananda, Swadesh Pal, Suvankar Paul. 

9. Reading Room and Circulation Library Committee: M Balasundaram, Gaurav         

Goswami 

10. Purchase Committee: Rahul Ram, Prem Anand Murugan, Dipanjan Dey, Shailendra          

Rathore, Bikash Ghosh, Saikat Sur 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Annexure 2 for Attendance: 

Sl. No            Name         Designation 

1            Prof. P. Shunmugaraj        DoSA 

2            Associate Prof. K. Balani        ADHA 

3 Dr. Krishanu Biswas Warden-in-charge 

4 Dr. Priyanka Ghosh Mess Warden 

5 Dr. Rajesh Sathiyamoorthy Maintenance Warden 

6 Rahul R Accounts Secy 

7 Arunava Sengupta Acting Canteen Secy 

8 Ashwani Kumar Sengar Cultural Secy 

9 M Manoj Kumar Games & Sports Secy 

10 Prem Anand M Maintenance Secy 

11 Sougata Mardanya Acting Mess Secy 

12 Saurav Bhattacharjee President 

13 Sakthivel T Hall Resident 

14 Shamik Ghosh Hall Resident 

15 Shailendra K Rathore Hall Resident 

16              Himanshu Gupta              Hall Resident 

17              Anand Prakash Dwivedi              Hall Resident 

18             Saurabh Srivastava              Hall Resident 

19              Ram Krishna Shah              Hall Resident 



20           Saikat Nil Chakraborty              Hall Resident 

21         Amit Jash              Hall Resident 

22        Mohd. Furqan              Hall Resident 

23       Abhi Mukherjee             Hall Resident 

24      Rintu Bhaskar            Hall Resident 

25     Suvankar Paul             Hall Resident 

26     Sandip Chowdhury             Hall Resident 

 

*Secretaries of Computer room, Gardening and Reading room departments did not email/inform            

beforehand to the Wardens and the President valid reasons for their absence in the meeting.* 

 


